ABSTRACT In this paper, an overhead-optimizing multi-device task scheduling strategy for ad-hoc-based mobile edge computing system is proposed. This task scheduling strategy takes the opportunity consumption, time delay, energy consumption, and monetary cost into account, aiming at minimizing the overhead of each mobile device. First, a system model for ad-hoc-based mobile edge computing is presented and the overhead of mobile device is analyzed. Second, the task scheduling problem is formulated as a distributed multi-device task scheduling game. Then, by constructing a potential function, the task scheduling game is proved to be a potential game, which possesses a property of finite improvement and always owns a Nash equilibrium. Next, an overhead-optimizing multi-device task scheduling algorithm is designed and the computational complexity is analyzed. Finally, simulations are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy. The results show that the proposed task scheduling strategy can effectively minimize the overhead of the mobile device and successfully complete the tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile devices can provide communication for us almost anywhere and anytime, which are becoming an important part of people's daily lives [1] . With the development of mobile information technology, there are some new applications emerging and attracting wide attentions, such as speech recognizer, natural language translator, image processor, augmented reality, face recognition, and interactive gaming [2] - [4] . These types of applications require a higher memory, battery energy, and computing power than that can be acquired on the resource-constrained mobile devices. As there are many limitations on communication facilities and hardware resources in mobile devices, the gap between the need of performing complex tasks and the limited resource in mobile devices is increasing everyday [5] , [6] .
To alleviate the resource scarcity of mobile devices, here comes the mobile edge computing. In mobile edge computing paradigm, the data processing for a resource hungry mobile application can be migrated from resource-constrained mobile devices to a powerful mobile cloud-assisted platforms [7] , [8] . Through mobile edge computing, the mobile devices can execute the tasks directly at the edge of the networks and meet these new requirements of mobile applications, such as mobility support, low latency, and location awareness.
There are two categories of mobile edge computing systems, infrastructure-based mobile edge cloud and ad-hoc based mobile edge virtual cloud. The infrastructure-based cloud is empowered by the remote servers, which can provide sufficient resource for mobile devices. Rather than rely on remote servers, the ad-hoc based virtual cloud is formed by a group of mobile devices which work cooperatively to accomplish the task [9] . Recent works show the ad-hoc based mobile edge cloud which utilizing the resources of nearby mobile devices can achieve a better overall system performance. First, the tasks can be done with a much lower cost at these nearby devices. Second, transmitting the task to these nearby mobile devices can significantly reduce communication latency, etc. [10] . In this paper, we consider the ad-hoc based mobile edge cloud.
The architecture of the ad-hoc based mobile edge computing system is shown in Fig. 1 , there are two categories of the main stakeholder: task publisher and participants. Suppose that a mobile device i (task owner) wishes to execute a computation-intensive task while its computation resource is heavily occupied by other applications currently. In this case, the mobile device i would publish the task to these nearby mobile devices and requests for task offloading. If the mobile device j currently possesses a large amount of idle computation resource, it will reply the request. Once the mobile device i receives the reply message, the task is offloaded to mobile device j through the wireless link [10] .
Task scheduling is the key point in a mobile edge computing systems, which enables mobile devices to support resource-intensive applications [11] . As we know, few work has been done about the task scheduling problem for the adhoc based mobile edge computing system. There are some challenges for the task scheduling problem in the ad-hoc based mobile edge computing systems. First, as each mobile device can move independently, the duration of one contact between two mobile devices determines the communication time between them [12] . The task scheduling strategy must take the contact duration into consideration. Second, task scheduling involves additional data transmission, the wireless access efficiency seriously impacts the performance of the mobile edge computing [13] . If too many mobile devices offload their tasks over a wireless access at the same time, they may cause serious interference with each other, which may reduce the data transfer rate and lead to a low energy efficiency [14] . Third, the computation resource is not free to use, when using the resource of the other device, the task publisher should pay for it as a reward. Consider the above analysis, without a proper task scheduling mechanism, it may not be beneficial to execute the task via mobile edge computing.
The goal of our work is to design an efficient task scheduling mechanism for mobile devices. In this paper, to address the aforementioned concerns, we propose a mathematical model about the task scheduling problem for the ad-hoc based mobile edge computing system. The model takes contact duration, opportunity consumption, energy consumption, time latency, and monetary cost into account, aiming at finding an optimal solution. The main contributions in this paper are as follows.
A. SYSTEM MODEL AND OVERHEAD ANALYSIS FOR AD-HOC BASED MOBILE EDGE COMPUTING
We first propose a system model for ad-hoc based mobile edge computing system. Then, the contact duration model, computation model, and communication model are proposed in details as they all play key roles in the process of mobile edge computing. Next, we analyze the main overhead for local computing approach (energy consumption and computational time) and mobile edge computing approach (transporting and computing latency, energy consumption, and monetary cost).
B. MULTI-DEVICE TASK SCHEDULING GAME FORMULATION
In the ad-hoc based mobile edge computing system, the tasks scheduling problem among mobile devices is developed as a multi-device distributed task scheduling game which takes the contact duration, communication and computing cost, and monetary cost of the mobile devices into account.
C. ANALYSIS OF THE TASK SCHEDULING GAME
By constructing a potential function, it is proved that the multi-device task scheduling game under the wireless contention access channel is a potential game. Depending on the properties of the potential game, the multi-device task scheduling game possesses a finite improvement property, and there is always a Nash equilibrium for this game.
D. DESIGNING OF THE OVERHEAD-OPTIMIZING DISTRIBUTED TASK OFFLOADING ALGORITHM
We devise an overhead-optimizing distributed task scheduling algorithm for ad-hoc based mobile edge computing, based on this algorithm, the mobile devices can make proper decisions about task scheduling. Then, the computational complexity of this algorithm is discussed and it is proved that this algorithm can achieve a Nash equilibrium within finite iteration times. At last, simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy; results show that our strategy has a high performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, in Section II the related works are discussed. Then, in Section III a system model of the ad-hoc based mobile edge computing is analyzed. In Section IV, we do some analysis and formulate the task scheduling problem as an overhead-optimizing multidevice task scheduling game. Then, the game is proved to be a potential game. Next, in section V, we propose an overheadoptimizing distributed task scheduling algorithm and do some analysis about it. At last, simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme; the results are shown in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
There have been extensive studies on the task scheduling mechanism for mobile edge computing. But most previous designs concentrate on infrastructure-based cloud. Zhong et al. [15] introduced a Greedy Particle Swarm Optimization based algorithm to solve the task scheduling problem. In this paper, a greedy algorithm was used to quickly solve the initial particle value of a particle swarm optimization algorithm derived from a virtual machine-based cloud platform. Zhu et al. [16] devised a novel agent based task scheduling strategy for mobile cloud computing to allocate real-time tasks and dynamically provision resources. Lyu et al. [17] proposed a heuristic task scheduling mechanism, which was semi-distributed and jointly optimizes the task scheduling strategy, computation and communication resource to maximize the utility of the system. Chen et al. [18] considered a general multi-user mobile cloud computing system and jointly optimized the offloading decisions of all users as well as the allocation of communication resource, to minimize the cost of computation, energy, and delay for all devices. Chen [14] formulated a task offloading decision making problem as a decentralized task offloading game and proposed a game theoretic scheme to achieve efficient task offloading for mobile computing system. Mao et al. [19] investigated a green mobile edge computing system with energy harvesting devices and developed an effective computation offloading strategy. In this paper, a low-complexity online algorithm was proposed, which jointly decided the offloading decision, the CPU-cycle frequencies for mobile execution, and the transmit power for computation offloading. Altamimi et al. [20] developed an energy model for the WLAN, third generation, and fourth generation interfaces of mobile devices. The model made devices capable of accurately estimating the energy cost for task offloading. Qi et al. [21] decoupled resource control of mobile cloud from user plane, formulated the resource orchestration as a multi-objective optimal problem and proposed a particle swarm algorithm to obtain the approximate optimal solutions. Rahimi et al. [22] proposed a novel framework to model mobile applications as a location-time workflow of tasks, which took the mobility information of mobile device into consideration and translated user mobility patterns to a mobile service usage patterns.
As far as we know, there are only a few articles that address the task scheduling issue for ad-hoc based mobile edge cloud. Tianze et al. [23] designed a cooperation enhancement model based on game theory for ad-hoc based mobile computing. In this paper, the authors analyzed the profits of all these mobile devices and formulated a model based on Stackelberg game, which taken the efforts and states of all mobile devices into consideration. Pu et al. [24] proposed a novel task scheduling framework based on network-assisted D2D collaboration, where mobile devices can beneficially and dynamically share the computation and communication resources among each other via the assistance of the network operator.
The above task scheduling mechanisms require all the mobile devices submit their information to a central scheduler, based on which the central scheduler makes the scheduling strategy. Take a different approach, in this paper, we design a distributed task scheduling mechanism based on game theory, which takes the contact duration, communication and computing cost, and monetary cost of the mobile devices into account. In this mechanism, each mobile device performs task scheduling decisions locally, which could reduce the control and signaling overhead and improve the performance of the ad-hoc based mobile edge computing system.
III. SYSTEM MODEL A. ASSUMPTIONS
• Task in the device: In the mobile edge computing system, each mobile device owns multiple tasks to be executed. Based on the task scheduling decision, a task can be executed either locally on the mobile device or on the nearby devices; each task can be executed independently.
• Consumptions: The mobile device should pay for it when using the resource of other devices. To a mobile device, the consumptions for offloading a task involves: (i) Energy consumption for transferring the data of the task. (ii) Time consumption incurred when transferring a task and executing it on the mobile edge cloud. (iii) Monetary consumption for transferring data and using the computing resources.
• Availability of the resources: The available resources in the mobile device is limited. Therefore, if there are too many mobile devices request for task offloading at the same time, some tasks will be rejected. 
The contour map of mobile device i's opportunity consumption is shown in figure 2 . Where e i /e 0 i denotes the proportion of remaining energy and total initial energy, c i /c 0 i denotes the proportion of used computing resource and the total computing resource. The less remaining energy and computational resources, the greater the opportunity consumption of a mobile device.
Similar to many existing works [25] - [27] , we consider the stream and batch based tasks of mobile devices as Google DataFlow and MapReduce programming model. A parameter VOLUME 5, 2017 The task can be executed either locally on its original mobile device or on the other mobile device nearby through task offloading. We next discuss the task execution model.
1) LOCAL EXECUTION
Each mobile device i can execute its own task locally. Suppose that the computation capability of mobile device i is F l i . The execution time of the task can be given by
Where D i is the workload of the task and D w i is the workload of tasks which wait to be executed in mobile device i. The energy consumption can be given by
Where v i is a coefficient which represents the energy consumption for per execution unit. Then we can derive the overhead of mobile device with the local computing method in terms of time and energy consumptions.
Where α l , β l are two weighting factors which indicate the weights of time consumption and energy consumption in the decision-making process respectively. We set 0 ≤ α l , β l ≤ 1 and α l + β l = 1. To meet the specific demands of mobile devices, different mobile devices are allowed to choose different weight factors. For example, in the decision-making process, if a mobile device is in a low battery state, to save more energy it would choose a larger β l , and put more weight on the energy consumption. When a mobile device is running some time delay sensitive applications, to reduce the time delay, the device would choose a larger α l , and put more weight on the execution time.
2) OFFLOADED EXECUTION
First we discuss task scheduling decision of each mobile device. Denote i as a binary indicator which is 1 if there is a task in the mobile device i required for execution, and 0 else. In addition, denote φ ij as a binary task offloading indicator which is 1 if the task of a mobile device i is offloaded to its neighbor device j, and 0 else. φ ii indicates whether the mobile device i locally executes its task. We denote the neighbors of mobile device i as a set N i = {j, k, · · · }, each mobile device in N i can communicate directly with mobile device i. About the task scheduling decision we have the following constraints:
The first constraint in formula 3 ensures that the task can be offloaded to the mobile devices which have a wireless link with i. The second constraint in formula 3 represents that the task can be executed locally or offloaded to the nearby devices. The third constraint represents that these tasks of all the mobile devices should be scheduled only one time.
Then, we discuss the contact duration of the mobile devices. Suppose that mobile devices i and j are two neighbor devices, and they both maintain a uniform linear motion in the recent time period. The relative movement speed between them is v, the relative distance between the mobile devices can be obtained by measuring the signal strength. The relative movement between mobile devices i and j is shown in Fig. 3 . Where R is the maximum distance for the wireless link between mobile devices i and j. Suppose that mobile device i in point A and mobile device j in point S at the initial time, the distance between i and j is d a . t time later, mobile device i moved to point B relatively, the distance between i and j is d b . 2 t time later, mobile device i moved to point C relatively, the distance between i and j is
can be obtained by measuring the signal strength). Then, the contact duration between mobile devices i and j is:
Where
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. Proof: According to the cosine theorem, it can be con-
As devices i and j maintain a uniform linear motion in the recent time period, |AB| = |BC| = v · t. So, we can get that
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. So, the contact duration between devices i and j is:
Next, we discuss the communication and computation models. In the Wi-Fi network, the media access control protocol is carrier sense multiple access, which implements that the communication among mobile devices in the shared wireless spectrum is carried out by a packet level. Assume that the channel information will be constant over the offloading interval, then, given the task scheduling decisions of mobile device j s neighbor devices
, the expected throughput between mobile device i and j over the wireless channel can be formulated as formula 5.
In the above formula, R j denotes the maximum transmitting rate of mobile device j. w ij is an integer which denotes the weight of mobile device i in the wireless contention channel to access to mobile device j. A larger weight means that the mobile device is dominant in occupying the wireless channel. If w ij = 1 for any mobile device, it implies that wireless access channel is in an equal-sharing case.
As discussed in the subsection of assumptions, the mobile device i may incur some kinds of consumptions when offloading a task, namely: time consumption, energy consumption, and monetary consumption. In the following, we will introduce these consumptions respectively.
We denote the time consumption as T c n , which is composed of the following parts: time to send the input data of a task To many applications, the input data of a task includes the input parameters, system settings, and program codes. In general, the size of the output data is much smaller than the size of input data. Similar with many researches such as [5] and [30] , we neglect the energy and time consumption of the mobile device to receive the output data, that is to say t r ij = 0, E r ij = 0. Therefore, the total time consumption T c i of mobile device can be expressed as formula 6:
Then, the total energy consumption E c n of mobile device i can be expressed as as formula 7:
We denote the monetary cost for offloading the task as P c i . Suppose that the mobile device j charges p in j for per byte input data, and p ex v ci for per execution unit (we neglect the monetary cost for output data). Then the monetary consumption of mobile device i can be formulated as formula 8.
According to the above analysis, we can derive the total overhead Z c i of mobile device i in terms of the time consumption, energy consumption, and monetary consumption as formula 9:
To deal with time delay, energy consumption and monetary cost in one single equation, the weighting factors α c , β c , γ c are introduced in the formula 9. Similar to the factors in formula 2, the sum of α c , β c , γ c is 1, and each can be set with different values depending on the demands of the mobile device.
IV. TASK OFFLOADING ANALYSIS
Based on the computation and communication models in section III, we can conclude that these task scheduling decisions φ ij among the mobile devices N j are coupled. If there are too many mobile devices allocate their tasks to mobile device j via wireless access at the same time, they may cause serious interference to each other, which would lead to a low data transfer rate. When the data transfer rate is low, it would incur a long transmission time and a high energy consumption to offload the task. In this case, perform the tasks locally without task offloading would be more beneficial.
When mobile device i considers to offload its task to mobile device j, all task scheduling decisions of these devices in N j have influence on device i. We denote the task scheduling decisions of all these mobile devices in N j except i as φ N j \i = (φ kj , φ lj , · · · , φ nj ). Given the decisions φ N j \i , mobile device i would make a proper task scheduling decision based on the total overhead.
The above problem can be formulated as an overheadoptimizing multi-device task scheduling game = (S, {φ ij } i,j∈S , {Z i } i∈S ). In the above formula Z i = Z l i if φ ii = 1, and Z i = Z c i if φ ii = 0. In this task scheduling game game, the mobile devices i and j in set S are the players, the task scheduling decision φ ij is the game strategy for player i, and the overhead Z i is the cost function of each mobile device in the task scheduling game, which is to be minimized by the players.
We define the decision φ * ij which could minimize the overhead of mobile device i min
Z i (φ ij , φ N j \i ) as the proper decision. The proper decision φ * ij should satisfy these following four constraints.
A. OPPORTUNITY CONSUMPTION CONSTRAINT
We define a threshold for the opportunity consumption of a mobile device, only these mobile devices whose opportunity consumptions are less than the threshold could provide the resource, which aims at avoiding resource consumption when there are no enough resources in the mobile device. The threshold is set as h 0 = 20.
B. OVERLOADING CONSTRAINT
As the computation resource in the mobile device is limited, the overloading constraint prevents executing too many tasks on the same mobile device. All these tasks assigned to the mobile device j should be less than the remaining computation resource c j of mobile device j, which can be formulated as:
C. DELAY TOLERANCE CONSTRAINT
Suppose that mobile device i considers to offload its task to mobile device j, firstly, the contact duration should be longer than the total time consumption: T ij < t c i . Then, we define the time delay constraint T max for one given task. If the task could be successfully completed, the execution time should be less than the time delay constraint.
D. BENEFIT CONSTRAINT
Among the task scheduling decisions which satisfy these above three constraints, if the proper decision is offloading execution, the overload Z c i should be less than the overload Z l i , Z c n ≤ Z l n . Combine formulas 2, 5, 9 we can get:
So, under wireless contention access channel, if a mobile device i chooses offloading execution to complete a task, its weight proportion among the whole mobile devices in N j satisfies formula 10.
We now introduce the Nash equilibrium of the task scheduling game . A strategy profile is a Nash Equilibrium if in the equilibrium there is no mobile device can further reduce its overhead by changing its own strategy. To analyze the existence of the Nash Equilibrium in the overheadoptimizing multi-device task scheduling game. We introduce a powerful tool which named potential game.
A game is named the potential game if there is a potential function (φ) which admits that for every mobile
There are some attractive properties for a potential game, which are that it always possesses a Nash equilibrium and any asynchronous better update process must be finite and leads to a Nash equilibrium [29] . Next, we will prove that the overhead-optimizing multi-device task scheduling game is a potential game with the constructed potential function as formula 11.
where U {A} is a indicator function, U {A} = 1 if the event A is true, and U {A} = 0 if the event A is false. Assume that a mobile device i changes its current decision φ ij to a new decision φ ij and the new decision leads to a decrease to its overhead
Then we will show that the new decision can also leads to a decrease for its potential function i (φ ij , φ N j \i ) < i (φ ij , φ N j \i ). In general, the mobile device assigns a fixed computation resource for the task and charge the same p in c for per byte input data. So the execution time t ex ij and the total monetary cost P c n for offloading the task is fixed. Then we consider two cases as following:
For case 1: 
For case 2: Since φ ij = 0, φ ij = 0, and 
So, with the potential function given in formula 11, the overhead-optimizing multi-device task scheduling game is a potential game, and there is a Nash equilibrium in this game.
V. OVERHEAD-OPTIMIZING TASK SCHEDULING MECHANISM A. ALGORITHM DESIGN
In this section, we propose an overhead-optimizing task scheduling strategy under wireless contention access channel. The purpose of the task scheduling strategy is to coordinate the decisions of mobile devices to optimize the overall performance. As described above, the mobile devices monitor the states of their resources and broadcasts these parameters to the nearby mobile devices periodically. If a mobile device considers offloading its task, it receives these parameters and does some analysis to make a task scheduling decision. compute the opportunity consumption h i
5:
if h i > h 0 then 6: get the parameters about its resource 7: get its neighbor devices set N i
8:
compute the contact duration with its neighbors
broadcast these parameters about its resource and these contact durations with its neighbors 10: end if 11: for a given task a i
12:
compute the execution time T l i 13:
make the initial task scheduling decisions φ ij = 0(j ∈ N i ) 14: end for 15 
: End initialization
As the task scheduling problem among the mobile devices is a potential game. We employ the finite improvement property of the potential game and propose an overheadoptimizing task scheduling mechanism as described in algorithms 1 and 2. In this task scheduling mechanism, each mobile device should do some analysis based on these parameters received from their neighbor devices. If a mobile device is a task offloading beneficial user, then it will compete for the decision update opportunity. If the mobile device gets the opportunity, it can update its task scheduling decision. Otherwise, the mobile device should do the analysis again and compete for next update opportunity. Details of the process are as follows:
(1)First, do the initialization work as described in algorithm 1. Each mobile device checks its state and get the parameters about itself and get the neighbor devices. When there are some tasks to be executed, the mobile device computes the execution time T l i , then sets the initial offloading decision as φ ij = 0, (i, j ∈ S).
(2)Then, run task scheduling mechanism as described in algorithm 2. As the mobile devices who have redundant resource periodically broadcast the parameters of their resource, we define the time between two broadcasting as Algorithm 2 Overhead-Optimizing Task Scheduling Algorithm 1: loop for each decision slot t 2: for each mobile device i in decision slot t do 3: receive the parameters of its neighbor mobile devices 4: get these contact durations T ij , j ∈ N i with its neighbors 5: if T l i > T max then 6: select those mobile devices V i which satisfy these four constraints as described in section IV.
7:
else 8: compute Z l i according to formula 6 and Z c i on each mobile device nearby. 9: select those mobile devices V i which satisfy Z c i ≤ Z l i and these four constraints as described in section IV. 10: end if 11: find the best task scheduling decision φ * ij (t).
12:
send REQ to the mobile device j with a random back-off mechanism.
14:
if receive the REP message for itself then 15: update the final decision φ ij (t) = φ * ij (t).
16:
else 17: keep the initial decision φ ij (t) = φ ij (t − 1).
18:
end if 19: else 20: keep the initial decision φ ij (t) = φ ij (t − 1).
21:
end if 22: end for end loop until no REQ in the system for K decision slots a decision slot. In one decision slot t, the task offloading decision φ * ij (t) which can minimize the overhead of mobile device i is the best scheduling decision. In this decision slot t, the task scheduling decision φ ij (t) made by the mobile device i and mobile device j after a negotiation process is the final scheduling decision.
For each mobile device i in one decision slot, if T l i > T max , the mobile device selects those mobile devices V i which satisfy these four constraints described in section IV. Else, if T l i < T max , the mobile device i computes its local computing overhead Z l i and cloud computing overhead Z c i on every mobile edge cloud nearby, then selects those appropriate mobile devices V i which satisfy Z c i ≤ Z l i and these four constraints described in section IV.
If V i = ∅, the best offloading decision for mobile device i in this decision slot is φ * ij (t) = 0. If V i = ∅, choose the mobile device j which could minimize the overhead of mobile device i, then the best offloading decision for mobile device i is φ * ij (t) = 1. (3)In decision slot t, the initial scheduling decision of mobile device i is φ ij (t − 1) which is the final scheduling decision made in decision slot t − 1. If the mobile device i VOLUME 5, 2017 can reduce its overhead by changing the scheduling policy in this decision slot, we define the changing as a better update response, and express it as BU i (t). The better update response BU i (t) can be formulated as:
BU i (t) = 0, 1 means that mobile device i can reduce its overhead. Then we apply the finite improvement property of potential game and design the following rules: in each decision slot these mobile devices which can reduce their overhead compete for the decision update opportunity, and only one mobile device can update the decision at each decision slot. For mobile device i, if BU i (t) = ∅ it will send REQ message to the broker node to contend for an opportunity to update its decision. Otherwise, if BU i (t) = ∅, mobile device i will stay in the current decision and not contend for the update opportunity.
(4) To the decision update message REQ, we apply the random back-off mechanism to avoid the collision problem of these update messages from different mobile devices. The random back-off mechanism is defined as setting a time length t max for decision update message first, then each mobile device randomly generates a back-off time t 0 which satisfies a uniform distribution over [0, t max ]. When the backoff time t 0 expires, if a mobile device has not received any REP message, it will send its decision update message REQ to the proper device j. When mobile device j receives the REQ message from mobile device i, it will send REP message for i. Then mobile device i updates its final scheduling decision φ ij (t) = φ * ij (t). For other mobile devices k, k = i, on hearing the REP message for i, they will not update their final scheduling decisions φ kj (t) = φ kj (t − 1), k = i.
When there is no REQ for M decision slots in the system, the algorithm comes to an end. Next, we will analyze this algorithm and show that the algorithm will converge to equilibrium within finite decision slots.
B. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
Now, we analyze the computational complexity of the overhead-optimizing task scheduling algorithm. In each iteration, N mobile devices will execute the operations in rows 2-20. As most operations only involve some basic arithmetical calculations, in each iteration the computational complexity of this algorithm is O(N ). Assuming that it takes C times of iteration for this algorithm to terminate. Then we can conclude that the computational complexity of the overhead-optimizing task scheduling algorithm is O(CN ).
Suppose that H max = max i∈S {H ij }, W max = max i∈S {w ij }, W min = min i∈S {w ij }, and w ij is a non-negative integer for any mobile device i ∈ S, then the overhead-optimizing task scheduling algorithm will be terminated within at most 
During one iteration, suppose that a mobile device i ∈ S changes its current decision φ ij to a new decision φ ij and this new decision leads to a decrease for its total overhead function, Z i (φ ij , φ N j \i ) ≤ Z i (φ ij , φ N j \i ), then we will show that this new decision can lead to a decrease for the potential function by at least W min .
Then, we will analyze these following two cases:
For case 1: Based on formula 12, we can conclude that:
Since w ij are integers for any n ∈ S, we know that:
Thus, according to formula 18, we have:
For case 2: As case 1, based on formula 13, we conclude that:
With the similar augment in case 1, we conclude that:
Thus, according to formula 21, we have: 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION A. SIMULATION SETUP
To investigate the performance of the proposed overheadoptimizing task scheduling mechanism, we choose to conduct simulations. We design the ad-hoc based mobile edge computing scenario as that 50 mobile devices are randomly distributed within an area of 1000m * 1000m, the mobility model of each mobile device is the random way-point model with the speed of 10m/s. Each mobile device can connect to the nearby devices within 200 meters via a Wi-Fi network. In this simulation, the parameters about mobile devices are set as follows: fifteen pieces of computation tasks come randomly to the mobile devices in the network per second, the tasks
The parameters of the mobile devices are set as:
Their total initial energy and total computation resource were set as (e 0 i , c 0 i ) = (10 5 J , 300MI ). At some point t 0 , their remaining energy and the free computation resource were uniformly distributed e i (t 0 ) ∼ U (0, 10 5 ), c i (t 0 ) ∼ U (0, 300). The states of mobile devices evolve as e i (t) = e i (t
where t a j represents the time when task a j comes, U {φ ji =1,t−1≤t a j ≤t} means the task comes in the time slot [t − 1, t] and executed by mobile device i, U {φ ji =1,t a j ≤t≤t a j +D j /F ji } means the task executed by mobile device i and has not been completed at time t.
The parameters of the mobile edge cloud are set as:
3). The parameters of the Wi-Fi wireless channel are set as:
We evaluate the capability of our proposed task scheduling algorithm by comparing its performance with the following three schemes:
1) LOCAL COMPUTING WITHOUT TASK SCHEDULING
The first scenario is that each mobile device chooses to execute its task by itself. In this case, the task scheduling decision of each mobile device is φ ii = 1, the total overhead in this scenario is given by formula 2. This scenario provides a baseline for network performance across all mobile devices.
2) TASK SCHEDULING WITH RANDOMLY SELECTED DEVICE
In the second scenario, each mobile device computes the execution time of the task first. If the execution time is greater than the time delay constraint T i max , the mobile device chooses to offload its tasks to a randomly selected neighbor device without considering the impact to other mobile devices. In this case, the total overhead of a mobile device can be expressed by formula 13. This scenario provides a baseline for the performance of task scheduling schemes.
3) CROSS ENTROPY BASED OPTIMIZATION SCHEME
In the third scenario, we use the centralized cross-entropy method to solve the task scheduling problem, which is a stochastic search technique and has been proved to be effective in finding the approximate optimal solution of the optimization problem [30] . In this case, the task scheduling strategy of each mobile device can be obtained as a result of the optimization process which aims at maximizing the profit of the resource provider.
In this simulation, we first evaluate the system performance of each scheme under the given scenario, then we analyze the two key factors: communication data size, and computation size, which influence the performance of the task scheduling scheme in the ad-hoc based mobile edge computing system.
B. SIMULATION RESULT 1) SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
First of all, we study the unsuccessfully completed task. The so called unsuccessfully completed task is the task whose execution time is longer than the time constraint of itself. We define the number of unsuccessfully completed tasks as UN , which can be calculated by formula 23. As mentioned in section IV, U {A} is a indicator function, U {A} = 1 if the event A is true, and U {A} = 0 if the event A is false. The number of unsuccessfully completed tasks UN in all four schemes are depicted in Fig. 4 . As the time delay constraint T max > 5, there is no unsuccessfully completed task in the first five seconds. In this figure, it is obviously that the task scheduling schemes all have a better performance in UN than the local computing scheme. In the local computing scheme, if there are too many tasks to be executed, at some point some tasks should wait to be executed and could not be completed in time due to the lack of computing resources. Those mobile devices in task scheduling schemes can use the resources of the neighbor resource-rich device, if there are too many tasks, they can offload the tasks to their neighbors, and complete the tasks quickly. VOLUME 5, 2017 As the proposed task scheduling scheme aims at reducing the overhead of mobile devices and takes the contact duration, wireless accessing coordinating, and computational resource allocating into consideration, the mobile devices in our proposed scheme can have a stable high-speed wireless channel to transmit the data of the task, the mobile devices in our proposed scheme can complete the task in time and has a better performance in UN .
Then, we research the execution time of one task in each scheme. We define the execution time of a task as ET i , then the execution time of a task can be expressed as formula 24 The average execution time of a task in the system over time is depicted in Fig. 5 . Through this figure, we can see that the local computing scheme has a much longer execution time than that of task offloading schemes. In the task offloading schemes, the scheme with a randomly selected mobile device has the longest execution time, and our proposed scheme has the shortest execution time. In a local computing scheme, the execution time of a task is mainly the executing time. However, in the mobile edge cloud computing schemes, the time consumption of a task mainly includes the data transmitting time, and the task executing time in the neighbor resource-rich device. In general, the task executing time in the resource-rich device is smaller than the local executing time. As our task scheduling scheme takes the contact duration into consideration and can optimize the wireless transmission resources and computing resources at the same time, it has a relatively shorter execution time for one task than other task offloading schemes.
Third, we study the energy consumption of the task owner and define it as EC i . If a task is executed by the mobile device locally, the energy consumption is E l i , if the task is executed by the neighbor resource-rich mobile device, the energy consumption is E c i , so the energy consumption of the task owner can be expressed as formula 25.
The energy consumption of task owner in each scheme is depicted in Fig. 6 . In a local computing scheme without task offloading, the energy consumption to complete the tasks is mainly the task executing consumption. However, in the mobile edge cloud computing schemes, the energy consumption to complete the tasks is mainly the data transmitting consumption. In general, the data transmitting consumption is lower than the task executing consumption, so the mobile devices in the local computing scheme have the largest energy consumption to complete tasks.
Then through Fig. 6 , we can see that the proposed scheme and the cross-entropy based task scheduling scheme have nearly the same energy consumption with each other, and all lower then the energy consumption of the scheme which with a randomly selected mobile cloud. The reason is that in the scheme of randomly selected cloud, the mobile devices transmit their tasks to the neighbor mobile device immediately if they can get a benefit through it, and ignore the interference to other mobile devices. This may lead to a lower data transmission rate, a longer data transmission time and a higher energy consumption.
Then, we study the overhead of a mobile device over time. We define the overhead of a mobile device i at time t 1 as O i (t 1 ), which represents the whole overhead of the tasks which comes from time (t 1 − t) to (t 1 + t). Assume that a task a i (t 0 ) comes to the mobile device i at time t 0 , as discussed in section II the overhead of task a i (t 0 ) for mobile device is Z l i ·U {φ ii =1} +Z c i ·U {φ ii =0} . So to mobile device i, the overhead at time t 1 can be expressed as formula 26 . Fig. 7 depicts the average overhead of the mobile devices in each scheme. In this figure, we can see that the local computing mechanism has the heaviest overhead, the overhead in our task scheduling scheme is a slightly lighter than the overhead in the cross entropy based scheme, and both the above two schemes have a lighter overhead than that in the scheme of the randomly selected device. The reason is that mobile devices in local computing scheme can not offload the tasks and have to execute the tasks themselves. However, the mobile devices in task offloading schemes can choose to execute the tasks locally or execute the tasks through the resource-rich device. In general, executing the task through the resource-rich device has a low overhead. In the scheme of the randomly selected device, the mobile device regardless of the impact to others, which to a certain extent, increase the overhead of themselves. The cross entropy based scheme take the profit of the resource provider into first consideration, and the overhead of the mobile device is a little higher than our proposed task scheduling mechanism.
Next, we study the heaviest workload of each mobile device in the system. The workload of the mobile device i is the total workload of these tasks which had come to i but have not been executed. At time t, we define the workload of the mobile device i as WL i (t). Then the heaviest workload in the system can be expressed as max{WL i (t)}, i = 1, 2, 3 . . . N . The heaviest workload in the system over time is shown in Fig. 8 . In the beginning, the number of tasks is not very large and there are relatively adequate computing resources in the system compared with the amount of tasks, so the heaviest workload in the system is low. With time going on, there are lots of tasks come to the system, and the heaviest workload in the system increases relatively. In the overall perspective, the scheme without task offloading has the heaviest workload, the heaviest workload in the task offloading schemes are a little lower, as the mobile devices in the task offloading schemes can allocate their tasks to the other mobile devices. Our proposed task scheduling scheme takes the overhead of each mobile device into consideration and performs well in the characteristic of heaviest workload.
2) INFLUENCE FACTORS ANALYSIS
As communication data size and computation size are the main influence factors on the performance of a computation task. In this section, we evaluate the performance of each scheme with different communication data size and computation size.
a: COMMUNICATION DATA SIZE
When a task is executed locally on a mobile device, there is no data transfer. However, during mobile edge computing, task offloading incurs additional communication cost as the mobile device has to transfer the task and its related data. To evaluate the impact of communication data size on the task scheduling schemes, we implement the simulations with different data size of task B i , the computation size is set as a fixed value 50MI, the others parameters are set the same as the parameters in section 6.1. The average overhead for the mobile device is shown in Fig. 9 . The number of unsuccessfully completed tasks in the network is shown in Fig. 10 . Through these two figures VOLUME 5, 2017 we observe that in the task offloading schemes, the average overhead of mobile devices and the number of unsuccessfully completed tasks increase as the data size B i increases. However, in the local computing scheme, the average overhead of mobile devices remain constant, and the number of unsuccessfully completed tasks almost has no change as the data size B i increases. The reason is that a larger data size leads to additional transmit consumption for task offloading via wireless communication, which does not happen when the tasks are executed locally on the mobile devices. That is to say, the data size of the task has no influence on the mobile devices in local computing scheme but has a significant impact on the mobile devices which in task offloading schemes.
Moreover, through these two figures, we observe that the average overhead of mobile devices increases slowly when the data size is small. However, the number of unsuccessfully completed tasks increases quickly when the data size is large. The reason is that when the data size is large, more mobile devices choose to complete the tasks locally, so as to avoid the heavy cost of task offloading via wireless access. As more and more tasks are executed locally on the mobile devices, and the limitation of computation resource in the mobile devices, the number of unsuccessfully completed tasks increases quickly.
b: COMPUTATION SIZE
The computation size of the task is the main factor which influences the computing resource consumption, energy consumption and executing time of the mobile device. To investigate the impact of computation size on the mobile edge computing system, we then implement simulations with a different number of required computing resource D i for completing a task. The communication data size for task offloading B i is set as a fixed value 5MB, the others parameters are set the same as the parameters in section 6.1. The average overhead for the mobile device is shown in Fig. 11 . Through this figure, we observe that in all these four schemes the average overhead of the mobile devices increases as the computation size of the task D i increases. But, the average overhead of mobile devices in the task offloading schemes increases slower than that in the local computing scheme. The reason is that a larger computation size leads to a large resource consumption and time consumption for the mobile device to execute the task, these mobile devices in local computing scheme have to complete the task by themselves, so the overhead increases immediately as the computation size of the task D i increases. In general, the mobile devices in task offloading schemes could allocate the tasks to mobile edge cloud, but, if there are too many devices offload their tasks at the same time, this may cause serious interference to each other. At that time, part of the tasks have to be executed locally, and the average overhead of mobile devices also increases as the computation size of task increases. The number of unsuccessfully completed tasks in the network is shown in Fig. 12 . In this figure, we can see that in all these four schemes the number of unsuccessfully completed tasks increases as the computation size D i increases. However, the unsuccessfully completed tasks by task offloading schemes increase much slower than that of local computing scheme. The reason is that the mobile devices in local computing scheme have a limited resource, as the computation size increases, some of the tasks can not be dealt in time. While in the task offloading schemes, as the computation size of task D i increases, more mobile devices choose to utilize the resource of the resource-rich device which can mitigate the heavy overhead of local computing. But to avoid the serious interference with each other, part of the tasks have to be executed in the mobile devices locally. If computation size of the task is too large, the un-offloaded task could not be completed in time.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed the task scheduling problem for ad-hoc based mobile edge computing and proposed an overhead-optimizing task scheduling mechanism. The task scheduling mechanism took the opportunity consumption, energy consumption, time delay, and monetary cost into account, aiming at minimizing the overhead for the mobile devices. We first presented the communication model and computing model, then analyzed the overhead in both task offloading and local computing patterns. Next, we formulated the task scheduling problem as a multi-device task scheduling game and proved that the game was a potential game. Then an overhead-optimizing task scheduling algorithm was devised, and the computational complexity was analyzed. At last, simulations were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, and the performance was compared with other three schemes. The results showed that the proposed task scheduling scheme could effectively minimize the overhead of the mobile devices and successfully complete the tasks.
For the future work, we are considering extending the task scheduling model with task priority, in which case, the tasks with high priority should be performed first. 
